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The hell my father (Marian) and I went through especially last year. 

My father had me with his second and much younger wife, so because of his age, what he had lived
through and because of what he knew, MARIAN was like a father, a grandfather and a best friend
rolled into one person for me. My mother died aged 65 in 2008 after a long terminal illness. My
father MARIAN lived with me for the last three-and-half-years of his life. We gave each other
COURAGE during the lockdowns here in Melbourne etc.

My father MARIAN died 15/07/2022 aged 91 at Melbourne’s Alfred Hospital. I  NEVER planned
nor  ever  wanted  to  write  about  the  horror  we  went  through.  What  FORCED me to  write  the
following  pages  was  speaking  in  May  2023  with  someone  who currently  works  at  the  Alfred
Hospital and FINDING OUT NOTHING HAS CHANGED. Our hospitals here in Australia are still
like prison-concentration camps. TYRANNICAL rules under COVER of COVID jab mandates. 

Since my father’s death I have spoken with NUMEROUS doctors and nurses who can confirm what
I am saying. On average in our public hospitals around thirty percent of doctors and nurses got
sacked  (lost  their  jobs)  because  they  were  NOT jabbed.  The  remaining  medical  staff  are
EXTREMELY OVERWORKED, BURNT-OUT AND JAB INJURED, so a lot are on sick leave.
The  result  is  LACK  OF  CARE ….  so  that  patients  who  cannot  feed  themselves  are  often
STARVING AND DYING. Unjabbed patients  CAN’T get organ transplants. The MENTAL AND
PHYSICAL ABUSE because of silly rules etc. The situation is so BAD that IF for example I was so
unwell, as to need to go to EMERGENCY I would rather just DIE and stay at home.

Back  in  November  2021  here  in  Melbourne  we  had  huge  FREEDOM PROTESTS of  around
450,000 plus people. Most of those people have gone back to their lives. They can see their family,
return to work, go to shops without using QR codes or masks. And they think life is more or less
normal now. Most of these people unless they have visited a hospital have NO idea how BAD the
situation is. The so-called mainstream media HIDES the truth. Politicians here are criminals. There
is NOWHERE to go for help. Unjabbed doctors still CAN’T get their jobs back.

What is happening is  PURE EVIL. In Australia, if roughly 15% of the population had the same
approach as my father MARIAN, there would have been  NO lockdowns,  NO curfews,  NO jab
mandates, NO jab injuries, NO jab deaths, NO suicides and NO business losses etc. Just a tiny bit of
COURAGE would have made all the difference. Which you can then email to all people you know,
Christians, non-Christians, you like and don’t like, FOR WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE WORLD
AFFECTS  EVERYONE.  Some  people  might  regard  me  as  being  naive  or  foolish  … BUT I
REALLY BELIEVE, THAT MY FATHER’S [MARIAN’S] EXAMPLE TOGETHER WITH ALL
OF US, TOGETHER WITH FAITH IN GOD THAT WE WILL BE SURPRISED WITH WHAT
WE CAN ACHIEVE.

I also believe that my father’s story needs to reach as many people as possible. AND FOR THIS I
REALLY NEED YOUR HELP AND THE HELP OF EVERYONE YOU KNOW.



I  wrote my father’s story to  EXPOSE THE TRUTH. To inspire people to use  MARIAN as an
example to gain  COURAGE to stand up for  TRUTH and  FREEDOM. Please help  SHARE my
father’s story so that TOGETHER we can improve the world we live in. Also, I want my father’s
example to help give people COURAGE to deal with any future TYRANNY that we might face.

…. Thank you. 

Andrew Vagner

A  LARGE  FIRE  CAN  START  FROM  A  SMALL
SPARK.

THINK OF MARIAN AS THAT SMALL SPARK …..


